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The News Magazine of the Great Lakes Association of College
and University Housing Officers

Trends® is published three times yearly by The Great Lakes
Association of College and University Housing Officers (GLACUHO) for members of the association. GLACUHO is a non-profit organization that strives to:
• better prepare housing officers to meet the diverse and
changing needs of those we serve with primary concern
for students
• contribute to the improvement of dining services, residential
life, residential services and residential facilities provided
by housing officers
• advance and communicate professional knowledge and
standards in the field of housing
• provide opportunities for the education and professional
development of housing officers
• sponsor activities and services which assist housing officers
in the exchange and distribution of information and ideas
• support the goals and purposes of the Association of College
and University Housing Officers International (ACUHO-I).
EDITORIAL GUIDELINES
All members of GLACUHO institutions are encouraged to submit articles for
publication. Submissions sent as Microsoft Word attachments or standard e-mail
text are preferred. Be sure to indicate author’s name, institution and GLACUHO
committee or board affiliation when appropriate. Photographs and artwork are
encouraged and should be submitted as e-mail jpg attachments when possible.
Articles not received on time or not published will be considered for the next issue.
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Necessary editorial revisions will be made to ensure publication quality and to
meet space requirements. Material that has been submitted to other publications is
discouraged. Refer questions to the Trends Editor.
Authors bear full responsibility for the accuracy of references, quotations, tables,
and figures submitted for publication. Authors further hold GLACUHO harmless
from any liability resulting from publication of articles. Any editorial mention of
commercial interests is intended entirely as an information service and should not
be construed as an endorsement, actual or implied, by GLACUHO.
ADVERTISEMENTS
For information contact the Trends Editor. GLACUHO reserves
the right to reject any advertisement not in consonance with the
principles of the GLACUHO Resolution on Pluralism of 1989 or
the GLACUHO Diversity Statement as revised in 1998. Advertising of a product
or service in this publication should not be construed as an endorsement.

What a great year it has been in GLACUHO. In this article, I hope to entice you once
again, to look to GLACUHO for your professional development needs. We have
worked all year to provide quality experiences for each member of our Association.
The culminating experience will occur in about 2 months as we host our Annual
Conference in Ft. Wayne, Indiana from November 15-17, 2009. This conference will
continue to showcase the great work of the professionals around the region and
challenge us all as professionals.
I realize that the financial implications of the economic times in which we live make
conference attendance a premium activity. I would like to highlight why I believe
that GLACUHO is a premium experience for a reasonable cost.

LETTER
FROM THE PRESIDENT
We have worked very hard at the confer-

as break-out sessions on their topics. Two

ence schedule and budget to bring you a

timely resources for us all to engage in.

conference at a reasonable cost. The del-

Our Conference Program Committee has

egate fee will be $170 for the conference

worked very diligently on providing pro-

experience and the hotel rate is $109.00/

gramming sessions that speak to all levels

night. For what GLACUHO offers, you can’t

of professionals. Out of the 105 programs

find a better VALUE for your professional

proposals that were submitted, we are ex-

development dollars.

cited to offer 72 quality program sessions.

We are hosting the Multicultural Institute

Over 47% of our program programs propos-

as a preconference session on Saturday

als came from professionals with 5 or more

November 14, 2009 for only $40.00. We

years of experience.

are proud to host Dr. Lorraine Alsion from

One of the anchors of our conference con-

Grand Valley State University as the faculty

tinues to be out exhibitor fair. Over 30 ex-

for this experience. She brings a wealth of

hibitors will join us to display their products

knowledge to us on diversity and multicul-

and engage our association in their new and

turalism.

innovative ideas about how we can support

We are excited to present two Consultants

our students.

in Residents (CIR). Andrew Beckett from

Connect with old and meet new colleagues

Miami University, Ohio will be presenting

from across the region and begin to develop

on creating academic connections in hous-

those relationships that are vital each of us.

ing. Bill Brown, Director of Sustainability

Spend Monday night on the town with col-

at Indiana University will challenge us in

leagues in a “create your own experience”

areas of sustainability. Both CIR’s will pres-

format. This year GLACUHO is trying some-

ent general sessions to all delegates as well

thing different with our Night on the Town.
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We have heard from delegates that they would like a

back to the profession that gives us so much. GLACUHO

night to just socialize with colleagues. This year we will

is one of those ways for you to actively engage in provid-

encourage delegates to do just that – create your own

ing quality professional development to your colleagues.

Monday night on the town from one of the many great

I am proud of what GLACUHO continues to accomplish

venues in downtown Fort Wayne they would like a night

each year. We have accomplished much this year thought

to just socialize with colleagues.

our activities. If you have missed any of these activities,
please take a look at a highlight of what you are missing.

GLACUHO hosted our first webinar in July on Supervision.

This is not an all inclusive list.

This was a great step for us as we deliver sessions to the
membership

Hosting Webinars and e-meetings

throughout the year. This fall GLACUHO will be offering

Developed and delivered the Waves publication

you several additional webinars at no cost. Please con-

Created a reoccurring column in our publications

sider joining us for these.

called “Dear GEAR”

Check out the GLACUHO website for dates and additional

Hosted the first Professional Development Institute

details www.glacuho.org. Topics include:

Hosted an electronic New Delegate Orientation

Using Free Technology – October 8, 2009

Revised the Connections program

New Delegate Orientation for the Annual Conference

Plans to host the a Preconference Institute focused

October 27 and 30, 2009

on Multiculturalism

Recently the Board of Directors unanimously passed a

Created a Minority Mentoring program

new committee structure for the GLACUHO Association.

Created resources on Student Employment,

This new committee structure will be presented formally

Sustain ability, Hate Crimes, Aspergers Syndrome,

at the Annual Business Meeting at the November GLA-

Title IX, and many others.

CUHO Annual Conference in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The
new committee structure includes the following

As you can see, GLACUHO offers a little for everyone. I

committees:

look forward to visiting with many of you in November

•Inclusion and Equity

in Fort Wayne as we gather once again to mentor, to

•Health and Wellness

engage, to learn, to educate, to promote, and to do the

•Professional Foundations

work on behalf of our students.

•Student Learning
•Contemporary Issues
•Programming and Development

Matt Bierman

•Communications and Marketing

GLACUHO President

•Campus Safety and Crisis Management
To effectively deliver the professional development that
our association provides we need involvement at all levels of our profession. GLACUHO is now accepting nominations for board leadership and applications for Committee membership. Please visit the GLACUHO website
to nominate a colleague for a leadership position or consider joining a committee. Each of us is called to give
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GLACUHO 2009
Registration for the 2009 GLACUHO Annual Conference is live on the Association’s
website, http://www.glacuho.org. As an Association, we have kept a watchful eye
on the impact of the current economic situation on our member institutions’ budgets. To make this year’s Annual Conference a professional and economically sound
decision for you and your staﬀ members, we’re pleased to highlight the following:
A low conference registration rate of
only $170 ensures that the Annual Conference is not only invaluable professionally, it is
a value. For this low registration fee, you will
receive dozens of educational sessions, networking opportunities, resources from other
institutions who are sharing their best practices and much more. If you haven’t been to
an Annual Conference recently, make this year
the year you return.
•

•
Fort Wayne, Indiana is centrally located in our region, making travel easier and
more feasible for schools of any size. Our Association’s State Delegates will be facilitating
car pool information so that geographically
near schools can share their resources.
Our guaranteed low hotel rate of $109.00 a
night for any occupancy means that you can
stay for as low as $27.25 a night [for a four
person occupancy]. If you haven’t already
made your hotel reservations at the Hilton
Fort Wayne, it’s not too late. To lock into this
rate, make your reservation by October 9 and
use our group code, GAC. Call the Hilton directly at 260-420-1100.
For more updates about the conference, visit the website, http://www.glacuho.org. If you want more information about what makes GLACUHO a sound choice for your professional development dollars, contact any member of the Board of Directors or committee members who can highlight their GLACUHO experience for you.
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GLACUHO 2009

WHY
GLACUHO
IN
2009?
It’s time to begin thinking about

GLACUHO 2009!

Fort Wayne, Indiana, located
GLACUHO 2009’s theme, Innovation
down, leading across or even following.
approximately two
Collaboration,
ts with Indiana
Be sure
to grab
“Ihours
keepnortheast
coming back to through
GLACUHO
for the fitake-aways.
I always
come
homea copy
withand
newcome
of Indianapolis, is the place to be!
being the first ever state to have a host
prepared to discuss!
great
ideas andcommittee
a renewed
spirit,
and of
it diff
happens
The Grand Waynecontacts,
Convention
Center,
from
a variety
erent right during the middle of the
renovated in 2003, is a 225,000 square
institutions. Public, private, large, and
fall semester when I need it most. For me, attending GLACUHO is an investment in my
foot, state of the art conference facility
small are all represented on the 2009
that is connectedprofessional
to the Hilton Fort
It is our
hopeto
that
The conference
dates for
practice andHost
ourCommittee.
department's
ability
address the needs
of today's students.”
Wayne. There is free wireless internet
throughout the conference experience,
access throughout the entire conference
we can focus as a profession—and a
GLACUHO 2009 will be
center to make checking
in with
the
premiere housing organization—on
Matthew
Damschroder
people back in the
office aWesleyan
snap!
what we accomplish together by
Illinois
University
November 15 – 18.
Director of Residential sharing
Life what we each bring to the table
from our own backgrounds and our
own institutions.

“I attend GLACUHO because it is a time to learn from the best! The programs sessions are
challenging and informative, the exhibitors are fantastic, and the professional development
opportunities are endless. Last, but not least, I enjoy the time to

More information will be coming
aboutfriends
conference rates.
see soon
far away

and make new ones.”
The Hilton Fort Wayne, the conference
Mary Erin Morrissey
hotel, also boasts Ball
a recent
renovation,
State
University
with new beds, linens
and
fl
at
Residence screen
Hall Director
LCD televisions in each room. The Hilton
The conference book will also be
Fort Wayne also offers complimentary
making a reappearance at the 2009
wireless internet access and fresh baked
GLACUHO conference. John C. Maxwell’s
cookies nightly. Conference attendees
“The 360 Degree Leader” explores
are guaranteed a room rate of $129 per
leadership from anywhere in the
night for all occupancy options.
organizational structure and how to
give the most by leading up, leading
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Until then…
FIRE UP FOR FORT
WAYNE!

Multicultural Competencies Institute
An exciting Pre-Conference Opportunity!

GLACUHO is pleased to announce our Pre-Conference
Faculty will be B. Lorain Alston, Ph.D. Dr. Alston is an
Associate Professor of Education for the College Student Affairs Leadership Program in the College of Education at Grand Valley State University.
Dr. Alston is a first-generation college student and an
HBCU Alumnus Topics of educational interest include:
multiculturalism and diversity; characteristics of today’s college student; and the adult learner
B.S. – Hampton University, Hampton, VA. Major: Business Management
M.A. – Hampton University, Hampton, VA. Major:
Guidance & Counseling. Emphasis Area: College Student Development
Ph.D. – Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, OH. Major: Higher Education Administration.
Cognate: Diverse Learners
Learning Objectives of
this Pre-Conference Session:
Participants engaged in the Multicultural Competencies Institute (MCI) will:
•Develop skills and perspectives needed to progress
in the field of Student Affairs/Housing
•Connect with faculty who are veteran professionals
in residence life and related fields

•Share ideas and learn from others via one-on-one
and small-group time
•Assist in the creation of an environment conducive
to making connections with other professionals
•Gain valuable knowledge, skills, and resources via
this interactive and experiential-based workshop
format where participants will learn how to educate
others regarding Multicultural Competencies to better guide their personal and professional lives
•Learn about the Multicultural Competency framework for understanding difference
•Understand new way to systematically develop, implement and assess diversity initiatives from a comprehensive framework of Multicultural Competency
•How to use a Multicultural Competence Model to
create diversity training and education
•How to develop strategies for assessing a Multicultural Competence Model
•Draft a campus-specific Multicultural Curriculum to
bring home and implement with student and professional staff

AGENDA FOR THIS PRE CONFERENCE SESSION:
1:00pm – 3:15pm
•Creating a Multicultural Competency Curriculum for Student
Staff
Learn how to utilize conference program sessions in order to
develop student staff curriculum
3:15pm – 5:00pm
•Breakout Sessions (3:00pm; 3:30pm; 4:00pm; 4:30pm)
Gender Education and Awareness Resources, Race and Ethnicity, Sexual Orientation Awareness and Resources, Social Justice
Education
5:00pm – 5:30pm
•Wrap-Up Session
Explain attendance in one sponsored program per issues committee as coordinating “track” throughout conference and select program sessions
6:00pm – 7:30pm
•Dinner w/ Faculty
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Registration for MCI
•Registration will coincide
with registration for the 2009
GLACUHO Annual Conference
•The cost will be $40.00 per
registrant; this includes
resource materials and dinner
•Registration is limited to 25
participants
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Going Green in Fort Wayne
Amber Moreyra, Residence Hall Director, Illinois Institute of Technology
Social Justice Education Committee
Here are a few ways you can assist with the sustainability eﬀorts at GLACUHO 2009:
Carpooling – You will be hearing more from the SJE committee about the coordination of this initiative. On
your own, you can connect with institutions that are on the way to see if you can share a ride. This could be
an amazing opportunity for networking

Linens and Towels – While staying in the Hilton Fort Wayne, utilize the procedures in place to minimize the
replacement of towels and linens whether that includes hanging your towels or putting a card on the bed.

Newspapers – Individually, you can request to be excluded from the newspaper distribution program with the
front desk of the Hilton Fort Wayne. If this is not a service you will take advantage of, please opt out
and save a tree!
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle – Both the Grand Wayne Convention Center and the Hilton Fort Wayne support
recycling of glass, plastic, aluminum, cardboard and paper. Please keep this in mind while at the conference!

Water Fountains – Both the Grand Wayne Convention Center and the Hilton Fort Wayne are stocked with
water fountains. Please bring a water bottle with you to reuse while at the conference and reduce the amount
of waste we will create.

SUSTAINABILTY
Sustainable Initiatives at GLACUHO 2009
Water & Carbon Footprint Information Station
This year at the GLACUHO conference, members of the Social Justice Education and Residential Facility Systems
Committees will be providing a unique educational opportunity. All attendees will have the opportunity to
assess what their personal water and carbon footprint is and the ways in which this impacts the earth’s limited
resources.
Through assessing one’s own footprint, we hope that people become more aware of ways in which they can
reduce their use of water and carbon and additional information, strategies and techniques will also be provided at the table. Also, we will provide the opportunity for people to make their own personal pledges as to
ways in which they will reduce their footprint over the next year.
We look forward to seeing you the Ft. Wayne Conference! For more information please contact
Kelly Thacker at kelthack@indiana.edu .
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POST YOUR SECRETS
Have you ever had a situation or thought that you needed to get oﬀ your chest desperately, but
somehow never seemed to find the appropriate outlet? In our profession, we often see students who have been fortunate to find a confidant in us as well as the professional services of counselors and the like. Often times, we hear testimonies of how serving as an unbiased listener to the issues of our students truly helped them through what seemed to be
an impossible time.
So where do you turn with your concerns? Some may choose the assistance of other trained professionals; but what
about those situations that don’t require any more attention than a simple release? In 2004, Frank Warren conducted a
project where he left self-addressed blank post cards around and people began to anonymously send in their secrets. His
unique idea turned into an international phenomenon.
Although the idea of allowing people to share ideas without limitation has its challenges, the act of releasing has long
been known as a part of the wellness process (Emotional Processing, nd). Thus, two years ago, the Gender Education
Awarness and Resources (GEAR) committee decided to bring this phenomenon to our annual conference. In this third
year of the GLACUHO Secrets Project we invite the membership to again participate in this stress releasing exercise.
Here’s how it works:
1.Conference attendees can visit the Gender Free space to enjoy many relaxing activities, learn about gender resources
throughout the region, and, of course, drop oﬀ a load (or “Secret”). There will be a table with materials to construct your
“Secret” as well as a confidential box for your submission.
2.Members not attending the Annual Conference are encouraged to send “Secrets”, decorated to your likings, and without personally identifiable references to the GEAR Chair:
Terrence Brooks
Oﬃce of Residence Life and Housing
Capital University
Columbus, OH, 43209
The “Secrets” from the previous two years have been made into a scrapbook which can be viewed in the Gender Free
space. To ensure privacy, secrets submitted this year will not be posted during conference but will be placed into a scrapbook and displayed at a later time. Let’s make history by sharing our experiences and binding them in a way to help us
remember that for all the help we oﬀer others, it is still nice to have a personal outlet.
*As this project can bring up many emotions and thoughts, GEAR asks that “Secrets” be honest and refrain from using
vulgarity so that they may be shared in a safe, stress-free manner.

Reference:
Emotional Processing: Emotional Concepts/Emotional Expression (nd). http://www.emotionalprocessing.org.
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Community Service Opportunities at GLACUHO 2009
Each year the Social Justice Education committee provides an opportunity for conference attendees to participate in community service in the host city on the Monday morning of the GLACUHO Annual conference.
This year, we are pleased to have two community service sites. Please check out their websites for more information.
The Community Harvest Food Bank http://www.communityharvest.org
The Community Harvest Food Bank is located on the south end of Fort Wayne, and they work to provide assistance to families in a nine county area in Northeast Indiana. Volunteers will be asked to help sort foods to get
the organization ready for distribution.
Friends of the Third World http://www.friendsofthethirdworld.org
Friends of the Third World is an organization located in downtown Fort Wayne. They provide job training to
people in Fort Wayne, run a local shop that sells crafts with the proceeds going to various organizations supporting charities and services active in third world nations, and run a recycling center for the local community.
Volunteers will be asked to help sort recyclables, do some yard work, painting, etc.
If you want to volunteer at GLACUHO 2009 please contact Angie Hobkirk at amhobkirk@usi.edu

NHTI PARTICIPANTS

Heather Bisher, Ball State, Christopher Haug, University of Notre Dame, Ana Hernandez, University
of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Jenny Radi, Illinois Institute of Technology, Emily Reetz,
University of Detroit Mercy, Scott Hendrichs, Concordia University Chicago, Alma Sealine,Case
Western Reserve University, Joshua Johnson, Northern Illinois University
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Case Study Challenge
There’s something special about our colleagues who participate in GLACUHO’s Case
Study Challenge at the beginning of the annual conference. There’s a risk these
colleagues take as they sign up to unravel the unknown of the cases they are given.
By collaborating with a partner, participants have the opportunity to showcase
their educations, their experiences, their talents, and their abilities to translate
theory to practice. They get to add “Case Study Participant” to their résumés. A
few even get to add “Case Study Winner.”

Take advantage of
this great professional
development
opportunity at the
Annual GLACUHO
Conference!

Our colleagues who participate in the Case Study Challenge set themselves apart
from other conference attendees because they show a dedication to learning
and professional development, all before the conference formally begins. They
are willing to present their ideas to an experienced panel of judges, and to share
their perspectives about the case and profession. It’s a dynamic and rewarding
opportunity to demonstrate innovation through collaboration.
You are invited to join your colleagues and participate in this year’s Case Study
Challenge.
Here are important details to about how to get involved:
1. Sign up for the Case Student Challenge by November 2, 2009, on-line at the
case study link on the conference website.
2. You can sign-up with a teammate, or we’ll match a teammate with you (it’s
like roommate matching for your students!)
3. Plan to arrive in Ft. Wayne, Indiana, on Sunday, November 15, one hour prior
to your competition time slot for your Case Study Orientation.
4. There are two categories for participants:
a. Graduate Level (Pre-Master’s degree – less than 5 years post-Bachelor’s
experience
b. Entry/Mid Level (Master’s degree and up to 5 years experience, or if no
Master’s degree, between 5-8 years post-Bachelor’s degree experience)

5. Be ready to have fun and network with other participants and judges involved
in the Case Student Challenge throughout the conference.

This GLACUHO opportunity is sponsored by the Professional Development
Committee. If you have questions, please contact: Rachel Hosler:
rhosler@walsh.edu
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Your 2009 GLACUHO
Consultants in Residence
Bill Brown is the first Director of Sustainability for Indiana University where
he catalyzes sustainability initiatives in academic programs and campus
operations. He also teaches classes in Sustainability Leadership through
the IU School of Public and Environmental Aﬀairs and leads IU’s innovative Sustainability Internship program. As an architect specializing in green
architecture since graduation from Ball State University, Bill has been a
leader in the national green architecture movement, including service
with the founding steering group of the AIA National Committee on the
Environment. He participated in the Greening of the White House in 1993
and later founded Sustainable Evansville to bring those design principles
back home to Indiana. His projects as an architect include dozens of public
schools and libraries, culminating most recently in the design of two netzero-energy public library branches. He currently serves as the Chair of
the Indiana Chapter of the US Green Building Council and Secretary of the
American Institute of Architects Indiana Chapter. He is a recipient of two
national AIA Presidential Awards, one US Green Building Council national
award and he was honored with an Award of Outstanding Achievement
by the Ball State University College of Architecture and Planning Alumni
Board in 2006.

Andrew Beckett currently serves as the Associate Dean of Students and
adjunct professor in the Department of Educational Leadership at Miami
University. He works with a variety of first and second year transitional
programs including academic advising, orientation, and living-learning
communities. He also serves on Miami’s university assessment committee, liberal education council, and academic appeals board. Andrew
holds a BS in Mathematics from Truman State University (1994), a MA
in Higher Education from the University of Arizona (1996), and a Ph.D.
in Educational Leadership from the University of Missouri-Columbia
(2006).
His prior experiences include Coordinator of Freshmen Interest
Groups, Academic Advisor in Psychological Sciences, and Residence Hall
Coordinator at the University of Missouri-Columbia. He also served as
a Graduate Hall Director for two years at the University of Arizona and
Peer Advisor for three years in Truman University’s Residential College.
His research interests include student persistence, living-learning communities, and student engagement. He is a directorate member for College Student Educators International’s ACPA Commission on Assessment
and Evaluation and recently co-authored a chapter on assessment in
residence education for the National Resource Center for the First-Year
Experience.
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IU Energy Challenge:
Getting Ten Thousand
to Tune in and Turn Off

By Mckenzie Beverage
and Bill Brown

The least expensive kilowatt of electricity or gallon of
water is one that is never used. An eﬀective way for
students to learn conservation is through hands-on
experience in their own living environment. Dramatic
results can be achieved when conservation education is combined with the peer education and immediate measures of success. Students learn to tune in
to their consumption habits and turn oﬀ their lights
and water when not essential and they learn how to
work together as a community to aﬀect change.
The second annual IU Energy Challenge, held for
four weeks leading up to Earth Day 2009 at the main
Bloomington campus of Indiana University, oﬀers
a useful case study of this type of transformational
learning experience. Conceived and organized by
students under the direction of the IU Oﬃce of Sustainability, this competition combined conservation
and competition along with an extensive network of
peer volunteers to save over 700,000 kilowatt hours
of electricity, 1.6 million gallons of water, 1.1 million
pounds of carbon dioxide and $48,000 in utility bills.
Remarkably, this month of conservation was a 59%
improvement over the previous competition in electricity savings and an 83% savings in water consumption.
The first Indiana University Energy Challenge, in
2008, evolved from student David Roedl’s interactive
website to showcase each residence hall’s energy
consumption. The website, energychallenge.indiana.
edu, allowed users to see how much energy and
water their residence hall was consuming compared
to others, each compared to their own three-year
average use. In addition to displaying standings, the
website oﬀered tips for conservation and useful links
such as ecological footprint calculators and phantom
load charts. The oﬃcial rules of the challenge were
also displayed.
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Mckenzie Beverage, a Sustainability Intern, led the
latest Energy Challenge. Other collaborators included the Residence Halls Association, Residential
Programs and Services, Physical Plant Utilities, Duke

Energy, City of Bloomington Utilities, Greeks Go
Green, Sustainable Interaction Design Research
Group and Volunteers in Sustainability. These collaborators aided in everything from collecting and
analyzing consumption data, informing and educating students about the challenge and conservation
measures, organizing outreach eﬀorts and planning events. The 2009 Energy Challenge was made
financially possible by Indiana Memorial Union, IUB
Libraries, the Oﬃce of the Provost, the Oﬃce of the
Vice President, Residential Programs and Services,
Physical Plant Utilities and TRANE Corporation.
The purpose of the four-week-long challenge is
to educate students about the eﬀects that simple
behavioral adjustments can have on conserving energy and water. As they experience these behaviors
in a supportive social setting they become more
aware of their actions and are more likely to pick up
positive conservation practices. The four-week challenge is long enough to provide quantifiable results
yet short enough to keep students engrossed in the
activity.
It is mandatory to the success of the Energy Challenge to meet with residence hall managers, RAs,
floor presidents, student government (RHA), and
other key members of RPS on a regular basis. These
groups serve as a proxy to communicate with the
students. Attending big staﬀ meetings in the residence halls is the best way to communicate with

these groups and make sure they are all on the same page. Students communicate with their peers more
readily than they see a flyer on a bulletin board or notice an article in the student newspaper. Attempts were
made this year to recruit students from every floor of each residence hall to serve as Eco-Reps, but there was
not a high volume of response. The intent of having Eco-Reps is to have students ‘on the ground’ that will communicate between the coordinator and their peers regularly. This alleviates the pressure from the RAs and RPS
staﬀ to communicate everything from The Oﬃce of Sustainability to the students. The Oﬃce of Sustainability
printed one large poster for each dorm lobby. Flyers were also printed for the bulletin boards on every dorm
floor. Emails are an eﬀective and more sustainable way to communicate with students than printing flyers and
posters. Information about the Energy Challenge was included in the weekly InTouch emails that are sent to
every student living in the dorms. Every dorm lobby has at least one flat screen monitor that displays relevant
information about the dorm, activities on campus, student resources, etc. These screens displayed a digital image of the Energy Challenge poster before and during the competition.
Communication with the Greek house participants is a much less complicated process because there are fewer
people and systems already in place to communicate with an entire house. Greeks Go Green, an organization
within the Greek community dedicated to reducing IU and the Greek community’s carbon footprint, was the
main liaison between the Oﬃce of Sustainability and the Greek community.
Over the course of the spring semester, Greeks Go Green held weekly meetings for the Executive Board and
semi-monthly meetings for the mass members. As stipulated in the rules for the Greek Energy Challenge, each
house was required to have an Eco-Rep that attended these meetings. At the meetings information about
conservation measures, events related to the Energy Challenge and other sustainability related issues were
discussed.
Greek This Week newspaper published two articles about the Energy Challenge; an informative article with
information about the website, the rules and the previous challenge and a critical opinion piece. The opinion
piece claimed that an anti-group was formed titled ‘Greeks Don’t Care.’ This group never gained much clout
and seemed to unify the participants further after the article was written.
The Energy Challenge website received semi-weekly updates. To keep students more engaged, the Energy
Challenge also posted the updates on Twitter and Facebook during the 2009 Challenge. Energy Challenge
related events, standings, photos, personal experiences, etc. were the main content for the Energy Challenge
Facebook Fan Page. The Energy Challenge Twitter account only posted standing updates.
IU Student Television is a student-run broadcasting network that airs in the dorms and other buildings on
campus. IUSTV ran a story about the Energy Challenge. Additionally, IUSTV interviewed Mckenzie Beverage and
broadcast the live interview.
Coverage in the local Herald Times and the Indiana Daily Student newspapers contributed to awareness in the
student body outside of the competition participants as well as awareness among Bloomington residents.
Leila Marsh, an IU Telecommunications student, filmed, directed and produced an eight and a half minute
documentary for her final project. This documentary interviews the ‘behind-the-scenes’ people that make
the Energy Challenge possible. The documentary also provides a thorough description of the challenge, how
it works and tips for conserving water in electricity in the dorms and Greek houses. The video was posted on
YouTube for public viewing. Finally, press releases are the gateway to outside media outlets. A press release
was written at the beginning, middle and end of the Energy Challenge.
The success of this year’s Energy Challenge stimulated discussions of how to expand this eﬀect to academic
buildings, provide smart meters for all campus buildings and provide touchscreen dashboards for building lobbies that show current and historical consumption data. The IU Energy Challenge will move to the fall semester
to measure the lasting eﬀect of behavior change for the rest of the year.
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Putting the Mission into Action: Reflections on a
New Orleans Service Trip

By: Michael P. McKeon, Jr., Social Justice Education Committee

“Go forth and set the world on fire”- Saint Ignatius Loyola. These
words, spoken hundreds of years ago by Ignatius present the Loyola
University Chicago community with a call to action. As educators,
we share these words with our students, in the hopes that they will
become involved with service and justice work in our community.
Yet these words also call other members of the community,
including faculty and staﬀ. But how can faculty and staﬀ bring these
words to life in their own lives?
Luckily, Loyola oﬀers a faculty staﬀ service immersion trip to New
Orleans each summer. This trip was initially started four years ago
in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, when the work of gutting
flooded and damaged buildings first began. Faculty and staﬀ
members from the university community initially volunteered a
week out of their busy schedules to go to New Orleans to help with
the relief work. Reasons given for going vary widely, with some
people citing spiritual reasons while others are looking to give back
to their community.
This year, I was lucky enough to make the trip to the Big Easy
with nine other faculty and staﬀ members of the university. Our
backgrounds were diverse: we had representation from Human
Resources to the Oﬃce of Student Diversity and Multicultural
Aﬀairs, and everywhere in between. Most of our group did not
know each other going into the trip, so we began to meet in early
May to get to know each other and build a small community of
learners. After a few meetings, we were ready to go.
After a long car ride through Missouri, Tennessee, and Mississippi,
we arrived at our destination, ready to dive in and get to work. But
before we picked up a hammer or paint brush, we needed to see
the city and how it had recovered from Katrina. We wanted to meet
the people that we would be serving for the next five days so we
could place our service within the context of the larger community.

“It seems like it just happened yesterday”
Our group stayed at a Catholic middle school in the Gentilly
neighborhood. It was an area that experienced significant flooding,
in some places reaching seven or eight feet. As we approached the
school, we saw many houses that still had the giant “X” sprayed on
them during the checks for survivors after the storm. There were
also numerous lots where no one returned and the grass and weeds
had taken over the front lawns.
After arriving at the school, we had a chance to get a closer look at
some of these places. One of the most powerful sights for me was
looking at the first floor windows of our home for the next week
and seeing water lines about seven feet oﬀ the ground. It amazed
me to think that during the storm, I would have been standing
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under water. In fact, everything I could see around me would have
been immersed under seven feet of water. And that seven foot
mark was just where the water eventually settled. During points in
the storm is raged even higher.
After settling in to the bunk rooms, we went on a guided tour of the
city to see the sights and neighborhoods that related to the storm,
including the levies and the lower ninth ward. We had a chance to
hear stories of people who lost things in the storm. As we processed
our experiences during the car ride, one of the faculty members
summed up the feelings of the group by saying: “It seems like it
just happened yesterday.” Our emotions ranged from sadness to
outrage to confusion about how things could still be so bad so many
years after the storm.
All the sights weren’t bad, though. We soon discovered through our
car ride that New Orleans has an unbelievable spirit. As we drove
down streets, we would often have to keep a wary eye out for
pedestrians crossing from one side of the street to the other, trying
to get between parties. No matter where we went, people were out
and about celebrating. There wasn’t any particular occasion on this
particular Sunday. People were just out enjoying and celebrating
life. It was beautiful to see that a city that has seen so much
devastation, the soul of the city was still alive and well. Sometimes
New Orleans gets a bad rap for being a party city, with images of
Mardi Gras and wild college students parading down Bourbon
street. But its vibrance extends much farther than that. It reaches
all neighborhoods, whether they are in the French Quarter or not.
It touches every citizen and infects any visitor with a simply positive
attitude.
What Drywall Really Means
We had situated our service within the contexts of the community.
Now we were ready to get down and serve. Our group of ten was
split into two groups of five, with half of us going to one house
that needed insulation and dry wall, while the other half went to
several houses, working on tiling and exterior painting. Although the
insulation definitely got itchy at times, I consider myself lucky for
being in the first group.
We arrived at the house, and it was a three bedroom duplex with
nothing but studs and rafters on the inside. You could stand in the
back bedroom of the house and see clear through to the front door
and out onto the street. The house had experienced about four
feet of flooding during the storm and had already been gutted by
another group years before. Now it was our opportunity to replace
the walls that had been destroyed by the water.
After we were done hanging insulation on the first day, we were
ready for the drywall on the second. Although none of us had hung

drywall before, we brought a lot of spirit
and a can do attitude with us. And we
were fast studies. Our sight had Long Term
Volunteers, who had dedicated a year or
two of their lives to serving in the relief
eﬀort. They both had experience hanging
drywall and showed us how to do it. We
started oﬀ slow, finding the huge drywall
pieces diﬃcult to maneuver and tough
to hang. But as we progressed into the
third day, we began to move at a quicker
pace. We moved from the relatively easy
bedrooms to the odd shaped closets and
smaller spaces with ease. We wielded our
drill guns like experts, ready to take on any
dimension room thrown at us.
Then we took a break from the work for
a very special moment. Our Long Term
Volunteers had told us about the couple
who owned the house on our first day.
The husband had ALS and the doctors
had not given him long to live. Our LTVs
explained that this was one of the reasons
that finishing the walls on the inside was
so important now. They wanted to get the
house done so he could see it before he
passed away. Our third day on the site, we
got to meet him.
He could only wave to us from his car, and
he had a big smile on his face. His eyes just
lit up with joy from what he could see from
the driveway. His wife and her brother were
able to come in the house and see our
progress. I will never forget the look in their
eyes as they saw the work that was being
completed. The last time they had seen
the place, it was still just rafters and studs.
Now, we had completed two bedrooms
and most of the hallway with drywall. It was
beginning to look like a home.
We had been so caught up in the work that
we didn’t have a chance to pause and see
what we had accomplished. The words
of the brother summed things up for us:
“When you see the drywall go up, it gets
real. This means you’re getting your house
back soon.”
None of us in the group had ever
considered what drywall could mean to
someone. It’s a cheap, ubiquitous, and
readily available building material. Most of
us cannot go a minute without encountered

drywall somewhere in our lives. But what
is it? To someone whose home has been
devastated and rebuilt, it’s a symbol. It
marks the transition from a rough building
to real home. Without drywall, the rooms
are not clearly defined, one space just
spills into the next, and you cannot really
consider it a home. But add some drywall
and you have the makings of a home. By
the end of our trip, we could begin seeing
where the furniture and appliances would
go, something that was hard to do prior to
the drywall going up.
Even though we had worked harder
physically than any of us ever had in our
jobs, and that the conditions at our sleeping
quarters were less than luxurious, when
the fifth and final day of service rolled
around, we didn’t want to leave. We had
met so many wonderful people, including
the owners of the house we were working
on. We had done so many things that our
lives would never be the same. We wanted
to stay there with our LTVs and continue
work. Sadly, though, we had to depart
that afternoon for our long ride back to
Chicago. We left feeling a sense of true
accomplishment and engagement. We
hadn’t just served and put walls up. We had
begun to feel a part of the community we
were in.
Unfortunately, our home owner would not
see the fruits of our labor. He passed away
a few short days prior to the house being

completed. His wife, however, has truly
loved the work that was done and was
so appreciative of all the volunteers and
people who helped make it a reality.
Service is important no matter what stage
you are at in your life. We sometimes think
of service as just something our students
do, without ever really considering how
we can also be part of service. Upon
considering the hours that many of our jobs
demand, our professional labor can seem
like service sometimes. But we need to
take time to do service for justice and to
connect with the community outside of our
institutions. Although this may not always
take the form of an immersion trip, I would
highly recommend it if possible.
Immersion trips remove us from our natural
element. By very definition they immerse
us in a culture and life that may not be our
own experience. They allow us to engage
with the people we serve by staying in the
community. They also provide for great
growth through reflection. Loyola has
been truly supportive of these immersions
by allowing faculty and staﬀ members to
attend without any impact on vacation
or sick time. Loyola also provides for
transportation, lodging, and many meals
during the trip. But whether your institution
oﬀers service or not, I highly encourage you
to go out and find a way to work for social
justice in your own communities.
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Internet Addiction Among College Students: A Profile
By Daniel Chou, Southern Illinois University Carbondale

All over the world, the Internet is aﬀecting our
students in colleges and universities. Online classroom materials, assignment-checking software,
and scholarly databases contribute to positive
uses of the Internet, yet not all interactions with
the Internet are positively aﬀecting our students.
Internet addiction has a small prevalence but
exists in plain sight and often goes unidentified. Social networking, location services, and an
increase of internet availability will further grow
internet dependence in students who previously
were not users. It is our responsibility as Student
Aﬀairs practitioners to be knowledgeable of the
symptoms of internet addiction and continue to
be attentive to treatments in order to best serve
our students.
Become familiar with the generic profile of a student who is addicted to the Internet. In the 2003
study “Internet Over-Users’ Psychological Profiles:
A Behavior Sampling Analysis on Internet Addiction”, Whang, Lee, & Chang reveal Internet addicted students use the internet for online games,
shopping, or community activities more than
students who not addicted to the Internet. In addition, Internet addicted students tend to turn to
heavy internet use when stressed by people two
times more than non-addicted, when stressed by
work four times more than non-addicted, when
sad four times more than non-addicts, or when
depressed two times more than non-addicts.
Many Internet addicts turn on their computers as
their first act when returning home. In terms of a
psychological profile, Internet addicts are lonelier,
have a higher degree of depressive moods, and
are more compulsive than non-addicts.
A 2001 study “Internet heavy use and addiction
among Taiwanese college students: an online
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interview study”, Chou found addicts were on the
Internet at least 45 hours a week. This results
in odd sleeping patterns and missed obligations.
Addicts enjoy the level of interactivity, ease of
use, availability, breadth of information accessible
on the Internet.
It is important to note the temporal context of
these and many other studies that we use to decide policy. They are pre-Facebook, pre-World of
Warcraft, and pre-popular online news websites.
Our student behavioral habits have changed.
Academic actions that students may not have required the Internet for are now requiring it, or the
internet is oﬀering an online replacement. Online
courses and news websites oﬀer more content
and faster delivery than print editions, and e-mail
has replaced letters as the primary correspondence method amongst a majority of college
students. We should be cautious from over-analyzing our students and ourselves and believing
we are all addicted to the Internet based on aging
statistics.
Finally, the same 2001 Chou study and the 2008
Lin study “The role of positive/negative outcome
expectancy and refusal self-eﬃcacy of internet
use on internet addition among college students
in Taiwan” found that most Internet addiction
treatments are largely unsuccessful. Many treatments, which are based on other addictions such
as alcoholism and drug treatments, are simply not
transferable to Internet addicts.
I anticipate that millennial students will be aﬄicted by this hindrance in record numbers. Internet
availability will further grow internet dependence.
It is our duty as Student Aﬀairs practitioners to
be knowledgeable and attentive to the risks and
solutions for our students.

THE ACUHO-I INTERN EXPERIENCE
Our Department Hosted an ACUHO-I intern!
Ann Marie Klotz, DePaul University
From the Perspective of the Employer:
This summer our department hosted an ACUHO-I intern for the first time in many years. Previously, we simply had received resumes from graduate students in the region asking for the opportunity to intern at DePaul
for the summer and we gladly opened our doors if someone was looking to experience life at a Catholic, urban
and fast-paced institution in Chicago. This year we decided to utilize ACUHO-I’s formal internship search process and I was amazed at the number of candidates and variety of positions available. There is certainly a large
breadth of experiences that interns can participate in and our department was happy to add our name to the
list.
When looking for an intern we considered several factors. We wanted someone who could easily adapt to
the city, build connections across campus and produce great work for our department. We also wanted to find
someone who would learn from the experience and leave our institution a better professional than when he/
she arrived.
When crafting projects and tasks for our intern we wanted to ensure three things 1) Our intern needed to
understand the basic values of our department and university such as service to the poor, ensuring academic
success, promoting inclusivity and develop an appreciation for discussions regarding faith and spirituality. 2)
Our intern would have the opportunity to work on meaningful projects that complimented and challenged
their skill set. 3) We would work with him/her on the areas of improvement that they and their supervisor had
self-identified. We strongly believe that the internship experience should be designed to build on what individuals have previously learned in their graduate courses and through their assistantship.
Once we selected Miranda as our intern we intentionally created a comprehensive list of people who we
wanted her to meet with once she arrived on campus. Many practitioners who initially begin their career in
housing and residence life eventually move to other areas within student aﬀairs and we wanted to expose her
to the variety of opportunities beyond what she had previously experienced. We believe these conversations
are also a good opportunity for diﬀerent people to share how they support of our mission through their various programs and services. Through these connections she was able to get more information for her Master’s
thesis, volunteer at our campus Soup Kitchen and enhance her networking skills.
Our department strongly supports professional development opportunities and we sent her to a networking event at Western Illinois University, and she attended the NASPA IV-East Women in Student Aﬀairs
Conference and the ASCA RD Institute. After each event she was able to clearly articulate what she learned
and how this could enhance her skill set when working with students at Eastern Illinois University.
The summer seemed to fly by and we were grateful to have the opportunity to host Miranda at
DePaul. As housing practitioners we believe that it is important to continue our relationship with her and
look forward to assisting her as she gets ready to move towards the next step of her professional journey. We
would encourage other schools who have not previously participated in the ACUHO-I intern process to consider it for summer 2010.
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THE ACUHO-I INTERN EXPERIENCE
I was an ACUHO-I Intern!
Miranda Ambuske, Eastern Illinois University

From Perspective of the Intern:
My journey to becoming an ACUHO-I intern started with the search process. I knew that I wanted to
get a new experience so I began looking at private universities in urban settings, out of the Midwest region. I
applied to about 15 schools and began setting up interviews. DePaul University in Chicago did not fit the out
of region criteria, but it was private, and I had always been interested in their housing program. After days of
phone interviews and anxious waiting, I received a phone call telling me that DePaul had enjoyed interviewing me and that they’d be very excited if I’d be their ACUHO-I summer intern. I gladly accepted.
Not long after this conversation I sat at my desk to check my email and found that the Residential Education department at DePaul sent an announcement regarding my summer position as an ACUHO-I intern and
asked everyone to welcome me. Those welcomes started almost immediately and I spent the next three days
receiving emails from people at DePaul congratulating and welcoming me to the department. I felt a sense of
acceptance before I had even arrived.
My communication with the leadership team of Residential Education continued throughout the
next few months. They answered any questions that I had and included me in on any important department
information. About a month before my arrival time I received an email with a list of all of the projects that
I would be working on during my internship. I was surprised to see that one of my tasks was a list of about
ten people that I would be required to meet and sit down with to discuss their role at DePaul and how they
interacted with Residential Education. It was a built-in networking opportunity! I was excited to have the
chance to read over this list of people and the list of summer tasks and when I arrived for the summer I had
already brainstormed a little about all of the projects.
I wasn’t really sure what to expect when I arrived at DePaul. I had never worked at a private or religious institution. As an extremely social and liberally minded person, I had my own reservations about what
kind of experience I would have working at a religious institution. My specific concerns were about how GLBT
issues and non-Christian religions would be received on campus. I had a vision of a restrictive environment
where certain viewpoints would not be tolerated. I couldn’t have been more wrong.
My experience at DePaul completely shifted my paradigm of what it means to work at a private,
religious, mission-driven school. As a mission-driven institution DePaul can relate everything from programming to student conduct meetings back to the mission. I began to understand how this created cohesiveness
across departments and at the university by creating a common language that all were able to understand
and use. Over time I began to appreciate and understand this language as well.
I set out to find a diﬀerent experience when I went looking for my internship. Not only did DePaul
meet that expectation, they far exceeded it. I found a welcoming department committed to my professional
development, giving me opportunities to attend conferences and sit in on numerous meetings. I got to work
with outstanding professionals who were happy to share their experiences and assist me in anything I needed. Most importantly I got to confront my own ideas and paradigms about certain types of institutions, and
have them completely changed. I will always be grateful for the chance that I had to be an intern for such a
progressive, caring and fun department.
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ACUHO-I Update
Dear GLACUHO,
As the ACUHO-I Regional Aﬃliations Director, it is my job to keep the regions updated on the events and
activities of Association of College and University Housing Oﬃcers – International (ACUHO-I).
Just as summer is never a time of rest for your housing and residence life oﬃces, ACUHO-I also continues to do
the work of the Association and our profession. Below are highlights from our summer:
The 2009 ACUHO-I Annual Conference and Exposition:
From June 27-30, the Inner Harbor of Baltimore, Maryland was the sight of this year’s 61st annual conference.
Highlights of the conference included the Opening Event at Camden Yards, keynote speaker Robert F. Kennedy,
Jr., and an array of high quality programs and invited speakers. Despite the economy, the conference attendance was healthy with 947 attendees. Attendees had the opportunity to explore 194 vendor booths and
interact with 162 exhibitors throughout the conference. Many of your very own GLACUHO members were
recognized at the conference:
Phyllis McCluskey-Titus, Illinois State University, received the ACUHO-I Research and
Publications Award.
Joan Schmidt and Darrell Armentrout, from Central Michigan University, received the Robert P. Cook
Talking Stick Article of the Year Award.
Garry Johnson, Western Illinois University and Willie Young, Ohio State University, were both honored
with the ACUHO-I Foundation Parthenon Award.
Mike Schultz, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville began his term as ACUHO-I President.
Cathy Bickel, Ball State University was reelected to the ACUHO-I Executive Board as Residence
Education Director, while Ana Hernandez, University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign and Patricia
Martinez, Northern Illinois University continue in their Executive Board positions.
John Biernbaum, Western Illinois University, continues to serve as the GLACUHO representative to the
ACUHO-I Foundation Board.
Mark June 26-29, 2010 on your calendar and make plans to attend next year’s ACUHO-I Annual Conference
and Exhibition in Austin, Texas. We would love to see ya’all.
The 2009 October Conference Series:
During the month of October, ACUHO oﬀers a series of “specialty” conferences that allow its members to focus
on specific topic areas of housing and residence life. These conferences will all be held in Columbus, Ohio
and the dates for each conference is outlined below. Please see the ACUHO-I website to register or to find out
more information about each conference.
Business Operations Conference (housing assignments, information technology, conference services,
marketing and business segments) - October 4-7
Living-Learning Conference – October 16-18
Apartments Conference – October 24-26
APPA / Housing Facilities Conference – October 27-30
Community College Task Force:
ACUHO-I has created a Community College task force to explore the unique housing and residence life needs
of community colleges. If you have an interest in this topic, contact Abbie Dickinson at adickinson@coloradomtn.edu.
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Credentialing Task Force
Led by Sandi Scott Duex and Josh Goldman, the task force has completed focus groups and surveys to identify
the area of assessment functions as the first area for certificate curriculum to be developed. In listening to
the membership’s desire for flexible learning, the program will be a blended model of face-to-face and self-directed learning. The task force has released an RFP for Learning Management System Software and eLearning
instructional design and has spent considerable time developing the certificate programs operational policies
and procedures to be approved by the executive board.

Foundation Board
The Foundation Board is in the process of restructuring its organization. The new structure, to be implemented in January 2010, will consist of eight trustees comprised of
individual and corporate members. At the same time, the new structure will increase the volunteer opportunities for ACUHO-I members and corporate supporters to get involved in fundraising committees, annual campaigns, major donor programs, programmatic events such as the Silent Auction. A call for applications for the
new structure will be disseminated in the coming weeks; all members are encouraged to apply for a trustee
position. More information will be posted on the Foundation Web page in the coming days. You may also talk
with John Beirnbaum, the current GLACUHO Foundation Representative.

Central Oﬃce Update
The Journal of College and University Student Housing, lead by editor and GLACUHO’s own
Phyllis McCluskey Titus, is proud to announce it received a GOLD award in the “Scholarly Journals Most
Improved” category for the Society of National Association Publications 29th Annual EXCEL Awards, recognizing the best and the brightest in association- media and publishing. The ACUHOI Talking Stick continues to
provide excellent digital and print versions of its award winning news magazine. The digital magazine has been
well received and, to date, more than 500,000 digital pages have been viewed.
ACUHO-I’s goal is to be the world’s foremost authority on college and university housing by providing access
to meaningful knowledge and resources. Above I have highlighted just a few examples of how we plan to accomplish that goal. You can discover more information and resources by visiting the ACUHO-I website at www.
acuho-i.org. If you have ideas and suggestions on how we can further meet this goal, please contact me at
bollinge@mio.uwosh.edu or call me at 920-424-3212. You may also talk with the many ACUHO-I Executive
Board members who are part of the GLACUHO region. Afterall, GLACUHO is now home to the ACUHO-I President.
Best wishes on a successful start to the 2009 Fall Semester!

Sincerely,
Jacque Bollinger
ACUHO-I Regional Aﬃliations Director
Associate Director of Residence Life, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
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ASCA Training

ASCA Training Institute –
Sponsored by ASCA and GLACUHO
Amber Moreyra, Residence Hall Director,
Illinois Institute of Technology
Social Justice Education Committee

On July 17th, a few of my colleagues and
I packed into a vehicle and drove to the
intersection of West Belden Avenue and
North Sheﬃeld Avenue to attend the
ASCA Training Institute in the Student
Center on DePaul University’s campus.
I had heard about this professional development opportunity through Edwin
Darrell during a CASCHA meeting and
was intrigued for a variety of reasons.
Currently, the Oﬃce of Residence Life
at Illinois Institute of Technology is reexamining parts of our conduct process:
punitive vs. educational, consistent vs.
individualistic, etc. I wanted to take
advantage of this opportunity to learn
from knowledgeable presenters in the
Chicago area and support this GLACUHO
sponsored event.
There were two panel sessions with the
following professionals: Edwin DarrellAssistant Director for Student Success
at DePaul University, Carolyn Golz-Associate Dean of Student for Community
Standards at Lake Forest College, Debbie
Martin-Dean of Student Life at School of
the Art Institute of Chicago, Art MuninAssistant Dean of Students at DePaul
University. First we discussed the idea
of striking a professional balance. It was
helpful to be reminded that sometimes
your supervisor might not remember
what it is like to live in or that technology can definitely aﬀect the balance in

our lives. How often do you check your
email from home or have it forward to
your iPhone or Blackberry? It is also
interesting to understand what your
department values or rewards, which
perpetuates that type of behavior.
The second panel focused on the topic of
parents being partners in their student’s
educational experience. Many of us
are scared, intimidated, or turned oﬀ to
working with parents. We discussed why
that might be the case. Our concern and
frustration should be with the family that
is not invested in their student’s future
or experience instead of focusing that
negative energy toward the opportunities that exist with parents, who want to

Many of us are scared,
intimidated, or turned
off to working with
parents.
be involved. This discussion brought a
diﬀerent perspective and insight into the
working relationships
we form with parents.
Stacy Frazier, Psychologist in the University Counseling Center at DePaul
University, presented on Mental Health
and Student Behavior. General explanations for depression, anxiety, and other
mental health issues were given as well
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as emergency response options. Stacy also shared interesting statistics spanning the general college student
population. We then discussed case studies and applied the acquired information to issues we may encounter on our campuses.
Debbie Martin provided a key not address over lunch. She discussed legislation and policies that aﬀect us
on a day-to-day basis including missing students/persons policy, the Higher Education Opportunity Act, and
FERPA. Although we must abide by these documents, many times we do not fully comprehend the meaning or spirit behind them. Debbie also addressed useful rules of thumb and how to be more eﬀective in our
roles as educators.
Lastly, Art Munin presented on Privilege, Social Justice and the Conduct Process. Art discussed the idea of
privilege with real life examples to provide a better understanding. We learned multiple definitions and
theories of social justice/dominance. Art is an interactive presenter, who strives to get his audience fired up
because that means they are uncomfortable enough to question their assumptions.
Overall, the Training Institute was a chance to learn about diﬀerent perspectives and approaches to our role
in housing/residence life. We were exposed to several diﬀerent administrators in the field, who come from
diﬀerent backgrounds and gave unique insight. It sparked ideas, connected folks, and challenged us. I appreciate GLACUHO’s sponsorship, as I am not a member of ASCA and would not have been aﬀorded this experience without it.

Register TODAY for the
2009
GLACUHO
CONFERENCE!!
http://www.glacuho.org/secure/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=~/secure/dconferenceRegistration.aspx
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